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FOREWORD 

There’s a dearth of knowledge in many of the fields in the Pakistani context. The 

compilation of facts and figures to make their information is an easy task for many and 

debates on those are found everywhere. Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, as 

the nation’s think tank, took a step to make that information more formal and in form of 

knowledge.  

The first theme of the book is Agrisis (Agricultural crisis in Pakistan), most of our 

economy is based on agriculture which is indicative of a clear hurdle in economic growth 

if utility from agriculture lapses at any moment, however, recent times have seen the 

wheat, sugar and cotton crisis. The articles in the book reflect upon the issues that are 

causing the agricultural crisis and also tend to provide solutions and ways forward. They 

intend to factually highlight both demand and supply-side issues along with an eye on 

regulatory issues. The solution is always twofold and never a good idea to focus or blame 

a particular side. The agriculture potential in Pakistan is enormous and should be used 

rightly with the right kind of knowledge about the problems to set up milestones to 

achieve. 

Inflation is mostly unwanted and governments always seek strategies to keep the 

economy stable and inflation under control, there can be issues sometime in the money 

market that make inflation a necessity, which then affects the tax system and other 

economic issues. Disinflation can be a solution then? It is hard to say as it comes with its 

issues like GDP losses etc. which then can create other kinds of issues. The intertwined 

issues of the economy are highly debated but seldom presented with solutions and pieces 

of evidence but the theme of Economy and money market provides our readers a chance 

to ponder on the issues in detail. 

Poverty alleviation is the aim of every government and with focus on the idea the 

poverty rate is going down in past sometimes, and with government governmental funds 

the life of people is getting better, this may sound untruthful given the circumstance we 

look around but the research shows an uplift in the lifestyle of people lessening the 

poverty impact. Also, with careful funds transfer, energy needs can be elevated, which 

can help both the demand and supply sides. The thorough knowledge accumulation 

provides us insights that aren’t apparent otherwise and that is one of the aims of this book 

to make policymakers, researchers, and other officials aware of the current situation for a 

clear analysis.  

Similar is the case with regulations and law, they play an important role in the 

economy of a country. Regulations and laws are important to regulate markets in fair 

competition, govern systems and institutions, and reform the political setups as well. The 

law and order are important not only for the stability of the country and people but also 

for the markets and institutions. The insights from our knowledge briefs can provide a 

better vision in understanding the role of laws, statutory orders, and governance. 

Mentioning different aspects of the economy, the often forgotten is “Human”, the 

potential of humans and the human capital, it is important to note that economies are for 
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humans and humans build up states and nations. But why is there less focus on the human 

potential and the human capital, why aren’t they being utilized and why is our nation 

hushing it down? We need to allow the talented youth to come forward and make a 

difference to the nation’s development, as can be seen in comparison with our 

neighbouring and other countries. 

This book is a compilation of well-researched knowledge briefs by the researchers 

at PIDE to strengthen the knowledge bank of most needed Pakistani and global issues. 

We are hopeful that more upcoming volumes will help the researchers and policy makers 

strengthen their analysis, policies and researches based on our knowledge archives!!! 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


